SOFT/HARD GOODS & ELECTRONICS CLEANING
SOFT GOODS: Why replace what you can restore?

Fact: Approximately 85% of all soft goods contents found in a
typical home can be restored rather than replaced when
contaminated with smoke, soot, mold, sewage, or biohazards, at a
fraction of the replacement cost.
AIR has invested in and is a certified operator of the Esporta Wash
System®, which has revolutionized the soft contents restoration
industry. Now, almost anything from bulky sports uniforms, leather
goods, luggage, personal protective wear--even fragile and
sentimental items such as plush toys--can all be cleaned and
sanitized to food grade bacteria levels, using Esporta’s patented
equipment, wash cycle technology and earth-friendly detergents.

Electronics cleaning: Giving
electronics a new lease on life.

contaminated

Electronics contaminated by smoke and soot are
usually written off due to the conductive and
corrosive nature of the contaminants. With
thorough and proper cleaning, using our
deionized water wash and drying system,
many items can be successfully restored to preloss (or better) condition, and at the very least,
can enable owners to restart and save off
precious or private data files. Typical items we
restore:
•

Televisions/Monitors

•

Computers/laptops

•

Stereo, A/V equipment

•

Appliances

•

Medical Equipment

HARD GOODS: Precise and efficient technology

Our Ultrasonics cleaning system for hard surfaces can make
quick work of cleaning and restoring intricate items from delicate,
porcelain figures, fine china, and precision brass musical
instruments, to industrial equipment--even firearms.
Our controlled, repeatable process and equipment ensure
consistent and high quality results, every time. Plus, if for some
reason our cleaning methods do not yield an acceptably
presentable result, then we don’t charge!

Computerized pack-out and inventory system
Our software, imaging and tagging equipment
enables us to accurately intake, count, clean, store,
retrieve and deliver contents back to the property
owner upon request.

